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Always Shooting for More
National Shooting Sports Foundation builds ranks of young shooters, hunters
By: Bill Dunn l National Shooting Sports Foundation

Whether it be shattering clays, gliding through steel targets
with a .22 rifle, or heading a field for a day of hunting with
friends and family, one fact remains: the shooting sports are
a blast.

More and more young people each year are realizing the
fun and excitement of shooting sports, putting aside video
games to dazzle parents and coaches with their hand-eye
skills on the range.

There are many opportunities these days for young people
to get involved in the shooting sports. One organization
working hard for today’s young shooters and hunters is the
National Shooting Sports Foundation, the shooting industry’s
trade association.

NSSF has created a number of programs that are opening
doors for young shooters and hunters.

A Little League for Clay Target Sports
NSSF’s Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) has

emerged as one of the fastest growing youth sports programs
in the country. Begun in 2002 in partnership with the shotgun
sports’ governing bodies, SCTP has proved to be hugely
popular and is having a tremendous positive impact on clay
target sports.

“We have created a ‘Little League’ for young shooters—
regularly scheduled, adult-supervised events that emphasize
sportsmanship and personal development as well as safety
and skill development,” said Chris Dolnack, NSSF’s senior
vice president.

“Participation in SCTP has grown exponentially,” Dolnack
said. “The program is now in 40 states with the goal of getting
teams in all 50.”

SCTP, which began as a trapshooting program, was later
expanded to include skeet and sporting clays.

In some states, state wildlife agencies have stepped up
to support the program, and with great success. With the
help of their state agencies, Tennessee has topped 1,000
SCTP participants and Arizona is nearing that mark as well.

SCTP teams from across the country travel each year to
the Grand American World Trapshooting Championships for
SCTP’s trap nationals. In 2005, more than 1,500 shooters
from SCTP participated at the Grand, a new record. SCTP’s
skeet and sporting clays nationals also continue to grow
each year.

For more information on SCTP, visit www.nssf.org/sctp.
A Rifle Program for the Video Game Lover
With the success of SCTP as a model, NSSF began the

Scholastic Rifle Program (SRP) in 2003. Its reactive target
game is designed to appeal to today’s video game
generation.

“We developed an action-packed reactive target format—
a ‘reality’ video game—that is sure to be a hit with today’s
young shooter,” said Dolnack, NSSF’s senior vice president.

SRP fields teams of three competing with .22 caliber rifles
and is scored on speed and accuracy. Targets are placed at
three different distances, and the course of fire can be
replicated at any rifle range and most indoor ranges.

Using .22 caliber repeating rifles, the three teammates,
under trained adult supervision, fire simultaneously from the
standing position at 35 reactive steel targets that fall when
hit.

Shooting from three distances at two different size targets
while being timed, the teammates plan who will shoot at
which targets, capitalizing on each person’s shooting
strengths. The activity combines individual skills with
teamwork for youths up to age 21.

NSSF and Junior Scholarship Shooting Programs
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Getting started requires .22 rifles, ammunition, and targets.
Although national competitions utilize reusable steel targets,
information on alternative targets is available. For this, as well
as information on how Boy Scout Troops can get started in the
program and how to receive an SRP handbook, contact James
Cassells, the program coordinator, at (203) 426-1320,
jcassells@nssf.org or www.nssf.org/srp or write the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, 11 Mile Hill Road, Newtown, CT
06470-2359.

Aiming for the Olympics
It’s entirely possible that a future Olympian could come from

the ranks of NSSF’s youth programs.
To help future shooting stars on their way, NSSF and USA

Shooting host an annual SCTP Junior Olympic Development
Camp at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs for a
chosen few SCTP participants and coaches. All receive priceless
training from America’s longtime and legendary Olympic
shooting coach, Lloyd Woodhouse, and the experience can be
as motivating as it is fun.

“I hope to progress in the future and someday shoot in the
Olympics,” said Bradley Johnson, an SCTP skeet shooter and
recent camp attendee. “I got so much out of the experience—
all the fun and everything that I learned.”

All SCTP competitors, coaches and state directors in all three
shooting disciplines may apply for the SCTP Junior Olympic
Development Camp.

Participants are selected on the basis of scores and interest
in the sport as well as character, maturity, availability, and ability
to benefit from the experience.

For information about SCTP or next year’s SCTP Junior
Olympic Development Camp, visit www.nssf.org/sctp/.

Patch Program for Young Shooters
Through NSSF’s long-standing relationship with Boy Scouts

of America, tens of thousands of young shooters participate in
the Junior USA Shooting patch program each year.

Under adult supervision, youths learn safety and shooting
basics while earning official Junior USA Shooting team riflery
or trapshooting patches. Targets can be found on NSSF’s web-
site and in an annual insert in Boys’ Life magazine, an official
publication of the Boy Scouts of America.

This year, that introduction has jumped off the printed page
and has become a hands-on experience to be featured at Scout
events throughout the country.

NSSF is supplying the equipment and firearms safety literature
for a traveling airgun range that Boys’ Life can take on the road.
It’s the same set-up that NSSF ran at the ten-day Boy Scout
Jamboree, as a guest of the Boys’ Life booth.

The chance to shoot at reactive targets proved to be hugely
popular. Some 6,000 Jamboree attendees shot at the NSSF
airgun range during the ten-day event or around 100 shooters
every hour.

For more information about the Junior USA Shooting team
riflery or trapshooting patch program, visit www.nssf.org/JrUSA.

Hunting
NSSF is working hard to provide young people and their

families with hunting opportunities.
In the past year, many states have adopted new rules for

young hunters with the help of Families Afield, an initiative of
NSSF, the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance, and the National Wild
Turkey Federation.

New rules in states like Pennsylvania and Ohio have lowered
age requirements and created youth mentoring programs that
allow parents more opportunities to hunt with their sons and
daughters.

State wildlife agencies are also creating other new programs
for young people with NSSF’s help. In states like Tennessee,
Indiana, and Connecticut, agencies have developed hunting
days and events specifically for young people through NSSF’s
Hunting Heritage Partnership program.

Step Outside
Whether it’s parents encouraging their sons and daughters,

friends introducing friends, or even young people introducing a
parent that has never tried hunting or shooting before, NSSF’s
STEP OUTSIDE program asks experienced outdoors
enthusiasts to bring someone new along.

STEP OUTSIDE has helped over half a million newcomers
become involved in hunting, shooting, archery, and fishing,
including many young people. The program has teamed up with
state fish and wildlife agencies, manufacturers, distributors,
retailers, hunting clubs, and conservation organizations in
providing first-time experiences for newcomers through grants,
workshops and other sponsored events.

The program has partnered with Big Brothers/Big Sisters and
the United States Sportsmen’s Alliance’s Trailblazer Adventure
program, which takes Boy Scouts and their families out for a
STEP OUTSIDE day a field.

Another STEP OUTSIDE partnership, with Pheasants Forever,
provides recent hunter education graduates with a field day,
introducing them to pheasant hunting, field dog handling, and
related skills such as outdoor cooking.

For more information, visit www.stepoutside.org.
On the Web
Finding shooting and hunting opportunities on the Internet

these days couldn’t be easier.
Web-sites like HuntAndShoot.org and WingshootingUSA.org

can point any family in the right direction to quality hunting and
shooting experiences. Both web-sites are managed by NSSF
and are a great starting point for beginner and experienced
hunters and shooters.

NSSF.org is also a great resource, with links to all of NSSF’s
programs, including the Scholastic Clay Target Program,
Scholastic Rifle Program, STEP OUTSIDE and more.
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It’s been called the “Little League of shooting sports,” and its
popularity is booming.

Nationwide, young shotgunners and their parents are
enthusiastically flocking to the Scholastic Clay Target Program
(SCTP), a team shooting league developed by the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, partnering with the governing
bodies of the clay target sports.

Now active in nearly 40 states, with more than 7,000
participants, SCTP allows elementary through high-school age
youths to compete as a team in trap, sporting clays, and skeet
for state and national championships, scholarship awards,
trophies, and more.

“SCTP is experiencing phenomenal growth nationwide,” said
Zach Snow, SCTP national coordinator. “Last year alone, the
program saw a more than 50 percent increase in participation,
not to mention an 84 percent increase in female competitors.”

SCTP debuted in 2000 as a strictly trapshooting program,
but, soon after, sporting clays and skeet were added to the mix.
Participation in all three disciplines continues to grow each year.

A National Phenomenon
Since SCTP was created, the program has held its national

trapshooting championships at the Grand American World
Trapshooting Championships and has been credited with giving
the event a much-needed infusion of young shooters.

In 2005, SCTP participants accounted for over 25 percent of
all shooters at the Grand. In years before SCTP, youth
participation at the event averaged about 4.3 percent.

“Very simply, SCTP is the future of our sport,” said Dave Kaiser,
former president of the American Trapshooting Association
(ATA), which hosts the Grand. “Never before have we seen such
an influx of youth, optimism, and talent.”

What’s happening at the Grand is a reflection of what’s
happening all over the country, as this popular program
continues to grow by leaps and bounds. With national
championships in skeet and sporting clays as well as trap,
participation SCTP is skyrocketing.

The program has also caught the eye of state wildlife
agencies, which have come on board in some states to support
and grow the program. Two model examples are Tennessee
and Arizona.

Tennessee has more SCTP shooters than any other state—
over 1,000—thanks to strong support and funding from the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency and Tennessee Wildlife
Federation. In Arizona, support and leadership from the Arizona
Game and Fish Commission has made the state’s program one
of the largest and best in the nation.

“Thanks to the support of their state agencies and the hard
work and commitment of volunteers, Tennessee and Arizona
are two states that have taken SCTP to the next level,” Snow
said.

By: Bill Dunn l National Shooting Sports Foundation

A Whole Lot of Breakin’ Going On
Scholastic Clay Target Program creates thousands of new clay

What is SCTP?
SCTP is a cooperative effort between NSSF, ATA, the National

Skeet Shooting Association (NSSA), and National Sporting Clays
Association (NSCA). The program is aimed at developing and
promoting a framework for elementary through high school-age
youngsters interested in target shooting to develop their skills
as part of a team and enjoy the sport at the competitive level.

There are three SCTP competitive divisions: rookie (grades
five and under), junior (sixth through eighth grade), and senior
(ninth through 12th grade). The junior and senior divisions are
divided into novice and experienced categories.

Local, state, and national SCTP competitions across the
country are coordinated through affiliated state shooting sports
associations and governing bodies. All teams at the state levels
are invited to compete for the national championships. Winners
at the national level receive college scholarships and prizes.

“SCTP activities are designed to incorporate two elements—
safety and fun,” Snow said. “Safety is incorporated into every
facet of every SCTP activity. The learning environment at team
practices and at competitive shoots is designed to include the
element of fun for all participants.”

SCTP participants learn the safe and responsible handling
and use of firearms. They discover the joy of contributing to a
shared team goal and the commitment that goes along with it.
Through SCTP, team members develop proficiency in a sport
that can be shared and enjoyed with family and friends for a
lifetime.
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Future Olympians and Champions
Former SCTP participants have gone on to win national and

world championships and a gold medal at the ESPN Great
Outdoor Games.

Vincent Hancock, who won his first world championship in
international skeet at age 16, has said that SCTP helped him
grow in the sport. The biggest help, he said, was being able to
meet and shoot with countless others with an interest in the
shooting sports.

Travis Mears, also a former SCTP participant, won the gold
medal at the 2004 ESPN Great Outdoor Games. Mears came
out on top against some of the world’s best shotgunners.

To help future shooting stars on their way, NSSF and USA
Shooting host an annual SCTP Junior Olympic Development
Camp at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs for a
chosen few SCTP participants and coaches.

All SCTP competitors, coaches, and state directors in all three
shooting disciplines may apply for the SCTP Junior Olympic
Development Camp.

Participants are selected on the basis of scores and interest
in the sport as well as character, maturity, availability, and ability
to benefit from the experience.
Where the Girls Are

Female participation in SCTP continues to grow more and
more each year. Between 2004 and 2005, participation among
female shooters jumped an amazing 84 percent.

The Grand American is grander than ever before – thanks to
a boom in young trap shooters.

Each year, more and more young shooters from around the
country are traveling to the world’s largest trapshooting
competition through the National Shooting Sports Foundation’s
Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP.)

“Very simply, SCTP is the future of our sport,” said Dave Kaiser,
former president of the Amateur Trapshooting Association, which
hosts the Grand. “Never before have we seen such an influx of
youth, optimism, and talent.”

Since its creation six years ago, SCTP has held its national
trapshooting championships at the Grand and has been credited
with giving the 107-year-old event a much-needed infusion of
young shooters.

The growth has been phenomenal.
Before SCTP’s creation, youth participation at the Grand

averaged about 4.3 percent. Today, SCTP participants account
for more than 25 percent of all shooters at the event.

Because of that growth, the 2006 SCTP national
championships were expanded over two days, August 8 and 9.

“Next to the Grand, the SCTP nationals have become the
second-largest trap shoot in the country,” said Zach Snow, SCTP
national coordinator. “Its popularity has skyrocketed thanks to
the help of sponsors, hard work, and commitment of volunteers
and the enthusiasm of these young competitors.”

SCTP is a cooperative effort between NSSF, ATA and other
shooting sports governing bodies to develop and promote a

The growth mirrors a national trend. Across the sports of trap,
skeet, and sporting clays, the number of female participants
age 12 through 17 rose 56 percent—from 133,000 to 208,000—
between 1999 and 2004, according to a National Sporting Goods
Association report.

“Part of the attraction and uniqueness of trap, skeet, and
sporting clays is that girls can compete with boys. Shooting is
not all about strength or speed. It’s also about coordination and
concentration, and more and more girls are discovering that
those skills are great equalizers,” Snow said.
Parents Overwhelmingly Approve

While SCTP has become a hit with young shooters, parents
have shown overwhelming support of the program.

In a 2005 survey, 94 percent of parents said the competitive
shooting program is a positive influence in their child’s
development. Parents observed improved responsibility,
teamwork, sportsmanship, and leadership skills. In fact, 98
percent of SCTP parents believe shooting is just as important
as other sports, and 94 percent would support shotgun sports
as a school-based athletic program.
How to Get Involved

For information on how to register a team or how to get
involved in SCTP, contact Zach Snow at (203) 426-1320
(zsnow@nssf.org) or contact your SCTP state director. A list of
state directors and contact information is available online at
www.nssf.org/sctp.

By: Bill Dunn l National Shooting Sports Foundation
Scholastic Clay Target Program boosts turnout at world’s largest trap competition

framework for
elementary through
high school-age
youngsters interested in
target shooting to
develop their skills as
part of a team and enjoy
the sport at the
competition level.

There are three
competitive divisions:
rookie (grades five and
under), junior (grades
six through eight), and
senior (grades nine
through 12). The junior
and senior divisions are
divided into novice and experienced categories.

Local, state, and national SCTP competitions across the
country are coordinated through affiliated state shooting sports
associations and shooting sports governing bodies. All teams
at the state levels are invited to compete for the national
championships. Winners at the national level receive college
scholarships and prizes.

Sponsors from the shooting industry have made sure each
year’s national event is a huge success. After all, when you
bring that many young shooters together, somebody needs to

Grand American
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bring a whole lot of targets, food, and
beverages. Throw in some very nice
unexpected additional prizes to
underscore how much the youngsters’
participation is appreciated, and you
have the ingredients for a great event.

From sponsoring huge cookouts to
donating products and giveaways, the
sponsors each year show their
overwhelming support of SCTP at the
Grand.

“Our championship sponsors have
gone above and beyond with their
support. We can’t thank them enough
for making this annual event possible,”
said Snow.

White Flyer, for example, has donated
hundreds of thousands of targets for the
event.

“White Flyer is proud to be a part of
the SCTP Team,” said Phil Murray, the
company’s national sales manager. “We
consider this program to be a very
important part of our yearly involvement
in the clay target sports. It is very
important that we - and the industry - do
whatever we can to encourage youth
participation in the shooting sports, plus
teach youngsters the safety principles
of firearms and encourage shooting as
a family experience.”

“It’s gratifying for us to look out at the firing
line and see such growth in participation - in
just five years the SCTP event at the Grand
has become the second-largest shoot in the
world. Now, that makes a statement,” Murray
said.

Beretta U.S.A. has picked up the tab for
the food, sponsoring a cookout for about
4,000 of the program’s closest friends in 2005
and ordering pizzas for more than 1,000
shooters and their families in 2004.

Companies like Federal Cartridge and
Browning have also pitched in with
products and giveaways for participants
at the event.

For information on how to register a
team or how to get involved in SCTP,
contact Zach Snow at (203) 426-1320
(zsnow@nssf.org) or contact your SCTP
state director. A list of state directors and
contact information is available online at
www.nssf.org/sctp.
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Youth sports and mothers go hand-
in-hand. This well-known fact has given
names like “soccer moms” and “Little
League moms” a place in modern
American culture.

“Shooter moms” have gone relatively
unnoticed in popular culture, but now that
appears to be changing.

With the rising popularity of youth
shooting programs, shooter moms are
becoming more and more noticeable
behind the firing line at competitions
around the country.

Last year at the Grand American,
more than 1,600 young shooters from the
National Shooting Sports Foundation’s
Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP)
participated in SCTP’s national trap
championships. That translated to a
mother lode of moms.

“Shooting has taken over our world,”
said Sharon Haver, one of many SCTP
mothers from Michigan’s Lenawee
County. Haver’s son Chris competes in
trap, skeet, and sporting clays, which has
kept him—and her—pretty busy.

“We’re very involved,” Haver said of
the shooter moms in her community.
“We’re keeping scores, we’re driving
them around, we’re making potluck
lunches and dinners for the state shoots
and, sometimes, at the clubs we’re even
pulling targets.”

No one can attest to the involvement
of mothers in trapshooting more than
Sharon Rhode, who might be called the
“mother of all shooter moms.” Her
daughter, Kim Rhode, has traveled a lot
in her shooting career—nationally and
internationally. She also has a lot to show
for it, including two Olympic gold medals,
one Olympic bronze, and six national
championships in double trap.

“One of the things that attracted us to
shooting is the involvement of the
parents with the kids,” Rhode said. “The
camaraderie between kids and parents
is just great and I think other parents
would say the same thing. It’s a very
family oriented sport.”

Though her daughter’s sport has
taken up much of her time over the years,
Rhode says it all has been worth it.

“Your child learns a lot about friendship
through sports, whether it be shooting or
soccer or whatever,” Rhode said. “I’ve
watched Kim grow as a person through
shooting.”

Rhode’s observations aren’t unique. In a
2005 SCTP survey, 94 percent of parents
said the competitive shooting program is a
positive influence in their child’s
development. Overwhelmingly, parents
observed improved responsibility, teamwork,
sportsmanship and leadership skills. In fact,
98 percent of SCTP parents believe shooting
is just as important as other sports, and 94
percent would support shotgun sports as a
school-based athletic program.

When they’re not driving, fundraising,
supplying food and ammo, or pulling targets,
shooter moms can be found in the cheering
section at local, state and national shoots—
all of them trying their best to stay quiet.

“Before the SCTP state championship for
trap last year, they sent an email that told us
not to clap or hoot and holler, but that’s really
hard when you’re a parent,” Haver said.

Of course, some moms aren’t
content as spectators. More and more
are trying their hand at coaching SCTP
teams, or even stepping up to the firing
line and taking up trapshooting
themselves. In fact, nationally, female
participation in shotgun sports grew 11
percent between 1997 and 2004.

While youth trapshooting might not
yet have the participation numbers of
Little League and soccer, it is one of
the fastest growing sports in America,
thanks in part to programs like SCTP.

In 2005 alone, SCTP saw a 50
percent increase in participation, its
most successful year in the program’s
five-year history. The program now
includes more than 8,300 participants
nationwide, a number that is continually
rising.

So, while “shooter moms” isn’t yet a
household name, it might not be far off.

After all, what could be more
American than a shooter mom?

By: Bill Dunn
National Shooting Sports Foundation

Shooter Moms

Many young girls
that shoot grow
up to be shooter
moms, not only
teaching their
children but
actively participat-
ing in the shooting
sports as well.
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